Model M1000
Non-Rebreathing Floor Stand
Veterinary Anesthesia Machine

Versatile non-rebreathing machine with built in monitor shelf

M1000 features:

- Built in stainless steel I.V. pole
- 17 1/2” wide X 9” deep heavy duty monitor shelf
- 0-4 Lpm oxygen flowmeter with mechanical stop control
- Oxygen flush with safety restrictor and button shield
- Dual O2 supply input with check valves
- 15mm female common gas outlet for circuits
- Syringe holder (for inflating E/T cuffs)
- Includes non-rebreathing circuit
- Mounting option for optional universal control arm for “Bain” circuits

Optional Universal Control Arm
Model: MA2013

I.V. Pole included

Note: Shown with optional vaporizer & E-tank manifold
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